
AP Psychology 12 Curricular Competencies: Bryant-Taneda – IQR Student-Assessment 

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________ Block: ______ 
 

AP Psychology Student-Assessment - Inquiry Question Research 
 

Total mark                 /25 
 

Note: I am interested in your ideas and comments. Fully answer the questions in your own 
words, and write for clear understanding. All questions refer to your AP Psychology Inquiry 
Question and Research. Turn in a Word document: use the subtitles and keep to the word 
count. 
 
1. Questioning and predicting (30 words) 
Explain how you formed or designed your inquiry question, to ensure it was based on scientific 
concepts/observation. 
 
2. Planning and conducting (40 words) 
Explain how you used ethical procedures and appropriate units* of AP Psychology classroom 
curricular content to collect and record data that supported your inquiry question. In other 
words, explain your “method” or “procedure” to answer your inquiry question. 
(*Units: Scientific Foundations and Methods in Psychology, Biological Basis of Behaviour, Sensation and Perception, Behaviouristic Learning, 
Cognitive Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Motivation, Emotion, and Personality, Clinical Psychology, Disorders and Treatment, and 
Social Psychology) 
 

3. Processing and analyzing data and information (40 words) 
How did you use knowledge (texts or other sources) to analyze cause-and-effect relationships? 
In other words, how did you assess what was important and conclude the “results” or the 
answer to your question? 
 
4. Evaluating (50 words) 
Evaluate, or judge, the method (your own data collection or source data you used) you used to 
answer your inquiry question:  

a. What types of sources did you use and why? 
b. How did you decide to answer your inquiry question? What did you think was the 
relevant or appropriate way to answer your question? 

 
5. Applying and innovating (40 words) 
Referring to your inquiry question’s answer, what do you see as an area for important further 
research and study? Why do you think this area is important?  
 
6. Critical and creative thinking (50 words) 

a. Explain how the inquiry question research made you think critically. 
b. Explain how the inquiry question research made you think creatively. 

 
 


